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Abstract. Assume a communication network, consisting of switching nodes which make connec- 
tions 0ike telephone xchanges) and terminal nodes which use these connections (like subscribers, 
computer terminals, etc.). The terminal nodes are at the periphery of the network, whereas 
switching nodes are internal to the network. 
In this paper it is shown how Milner's calculus of communicating systems (CCS) can be applied 
to specify and verify the communication behaviour of switching nodes. Starting from a specification 
of the communication behaviour of terminal nodes, a specification for the protocol between 
terminal nodes and the network of switching nodes is systematically derived. In a similar way 
the communication behaviour of switching nodes inside the network is derived. 
Verification is based on a formal abstraction mechanism which shows the equivalence of a 
specification and the corresponding design. The expansion theorem of CCS, together with certain 
laws from CCS, provide such a mechanism. With these, it is proved that the behaviour of a 
network of switching nodes is observation equivalent to a single switching node, which proves 
the consistency of the specification of the communication behaviour of the network as a whole 
and the combined behaviour of its constituents, the switching nodes. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper a specification of control systems for communication etworks (like 
telephone networks, computer networks) is given in terms of the communication 
between etwork nodes. It is shown how Milner's calculus of communicating systems 
(CCS) [8] can be applied to the design of communication protocols for both terminal 
nodes (like telephone sets) and switching nodes (exchanges). In CCS, behaviours 
of systems are represented as behaviour equations. Hence, we will derive behaviour 
equations for the network nodes. The derivation will be done in a systematic way 
which may be used for a wider class of applications as well. In particular, the design 
of embedded systems may benefit from the approach taken here. 
The main characteristics of the method can be described as follows. Start with a 
specification of the behaviour of the users (or user types) of a system with respect 
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to that system. In general, this yields a set of specifications; one per user type. Then, 
the specification of the system itself is obtained in a systematic way by merging 
these partial specifications. In our case we will start with the specification of the 
behaviour of terminal nodes with respect to switching nodes, from which the 
behaviour of the switching nodes will be derived. 
The specification will be done at two abstraction levels. At the first level (SIG.0), 
one starts with a specification of the communication behaviour of a terminal node. 
This leads to a specification for the behaviour of the network as a whole towards 
a single terminal node. From this partial specification a full specification of the 
protocol between the network and two terminal nodes (one acting as a source, the 
other as a destination) is derived systematically. Next, at the second level (SIG.1), 
a specification of the communication behaviour between switching nodes inside the 
network is derived in a similar fashion. Then, using Milner's expansion theorem 
and certain laws from CCS, it is proved that the two specifications, one in which 
the network is considered as a single node, and one in which the network is 
considered in terms of its constituent switching nodes, are observation equivalent. 
This is the formal verification part. 
In order to be able to specify the communication behaviour of both terminal 
nodes and switching nodes, we need a set of messages which may be communicated 
between nodes. For this purpose an 'abstract signalling system' is introduced in 
Section 2. Here 'abstract' refers to the fact that the messages used are abstractions 
of messages inuse in real telephone networks; 'signalling' stems from the terminology 
in use for telephone systems and means: the communication of control messages. 
For those not familiar with CCS, and also because we will use a slightly different 
syntax for CCS, a short introduction to CCS is given in Section 3. Section 4 outlines 
the method which will beadopted for the derivation of the communication behaviour 
of switching nodes. The specification of terminal nodes will also be given here. 
Section 5 presents the combination algorithm which plays a central role in the 
derivation of the network equations. Then in Sections 6, 7 and 8 the actual specifica- 
tion and verification work is done. The signalling system SIG.0 and SIG.1 are 
developed in Section 6 and Section 7 respectively. 
The consistency between the two systems is shown in Section 8; in particular 
Milner's expansion theorem is used to show that the network of switching nodes 
behaves as (is observation equivalent to) a single switching node. 
Because of the length of the paper, the reader may concentrate on Sections 2, 
3.1, 3.2, 4, 5, 6.1, 6.2 and 7 at first reading. 
2. An abstract signalling system 
Assume a strongly connected network of switching nodes to which terminal 
nodes are connected; each terminal node is connected to only one switching node. 
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A switching node can be a telephone xchange, a node in a packet switching system, 
a group of telephone exchanges, or switches inside these exchanges. A terminal 
node may at certain instances in time behave as a 'source' (like when you make a 
telephone call) and in other instances it may behave as a 'destination' (like when 
you receive a call). The previous network will be denoted as Gc, where the 'c' 
indicates 'control network', as opposed to the underlying 'data network' which 
transports user information, like speech, data, etc. The control network transports 
control information; this type of information is used to configure the network in 
the sense that communication paths (also referred to as 'connections') are provided 
between terminal nodes. Although both types of network are conceptually distinct, 
they can make use of the same physical means; for instance, in the case of a 
telephone network, speech (user information) and signalling (control information) 
are transferred via the same physical ines. In this paper we will concentrate entirely 
on the control network. 
For Gc we define an abstract signalling system SIG: 
SIG = (M, Q,f :MxQ~Q),  (1) 
where Q is a set of states and f is a function which maps messages (M) and states 
into states. The funct ionf  will later be given as a set of algebraic equations (behaviour 
equations) in CCS. The messages of the set M will be used to describe the 
communication between terminal nodes and the network of switching nodes on the 
one hand and between switching nodes on the other. For this purpose we will 
introduce the notion of 'current node' c, which is the node up to which a path 
(connection) has been set up between a source node s and a destination ode d 
(both are terminal nodes of the network Gc). Initially, c = s; eventually: c = d. 
The set M will consist of a number of abstract control messages, which will be 
used for inter node communication. In order to set up a connection (a call) between 
s and d, each switching node associated with this connection has to carry out certain 
actions (like communicating with neighbour nodes and making logical decisions). 
The ensemble of actions within a single switching node with respect o a particular 
connection will be denoted as 'local connecting process'. At network level, the set 
of cooperating local connecting processes will be denoted as the 'global connecting 
process'. In the sequel we will use 'connecting process' for short; it will be clear 
from the context what is meant. 
The connecting process will be assumed to end whenever a connection has been 
established (we say the process terminates). It may fail to terminate successfully 
due to several reasons like when the destination 'is busy'. In the call phase (when 
the connection is used to transfer user information), there may be two ways to end 
the connection; either by s or by d which can issue 'termination requests', after 
which the connection is terminated. The termination of the connection should not 
be confused with the termination of the connecting process, which ends with the 
establishment of the connection. In the sequel, we will use the following abstract 
messages: 
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- con connection request; this message initializes and instructs the connecting 
process. 
- ptr positive terminating response; indicates the successful termination of the 
connecting process. When received by c, it implies that a path has been set 
up from c to d in Gc. 
- ntr negative terminating response; indicates that the connecting process in c 
did not terminate successfully, i.e. no path has been established in Gc from 
ctod .  
- ster source termination request; source indicates that the connection should 
terminate. 
- dter destination termination request; destination indicates that the connection 
should terminate. 
This small set of messages will suffice for our purpose--i.e, to show how protocols 
can be specified and verified algebraically. It is a subset of the messages, defined 
in [6], where two additional messages are used in order to deal with the mapping 
between control network and data network. In addition, apositive acknowledgement 
pack(m), or a negative acknowledgement hack(m) may be defined for each abstract 
control message m to indicate proper receipt or failure of a message; however, we 
will not make use of these ackowledgements here. In general, the above set can be 
extended if one wishes to deal with a more refined message system; the method 
adopted here equally applies to a more extended set. 
The messages con and ster are transferred in the 'forward direction', whereas ptr, 
nt r  and dter are transferred in the 'backward irection'. 
In [6] it is shown how these abstract messages relate to messages in use in existing 
signally systems for telephony. For example, the source termination message ster 
corresponds to the 'clear-forward' signal in C6 and C7 [3]. 
The two instances of our abstract signalling system, sic.0 and SIG.1, will be 
described in terms of Milner's CCS. The next section introduces the main concepts 
from CCS. 
3. The specification of communication behaviours: A short view on CCS 
This section contains a short introduction to CCS; it presents the objects for 
which the algebra is defined, together with the operations defined on them. Appendix 
A summarizes the main laws which can be used to manipulate behaviour equations. 
Also a syntax for behaviour equations will be defined. 
3.I. Process algebra's 
Milner's calculus of communicating systems (CCS) [7, 8] is a specification method 
that explicitly deals with communication; it is an algebra on communication 
behaviours of (nondeterministic) finite state machines. It is among the first theories 
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dealing with what is referrred to as process algebra. Other theories which fall into 
this class are trace theory [9] and ACP (Algebra of Communicating Processes) [2]. 
An introduction to the work of Milner can be found in [7], and an extensive treatment 
and formal definition of CCS are given in [8]. In the axiomatic domain, Hoare [5] 
developed CSP, a programming language concept which contains communication 
primitives. CSP needs an axiomatic proof for program correctness; proof techniques 
for CSP are developed in [1]. CCS provides mechanisms to represent hese 
behaviours by algebraic expressions, to calculate the combined behaviour of com- 
municating machines, to determine whether two behaviours are within the same 
equivalence class, and to reduce equations to a minimal form. Although proofs in 
CCS can be lengthy, the steps are simple and can be mechanized. 
In CCS, correctness of a design is verified against a specification on the basis of 
equivalence of behaviours. Let S and I denote a specification and the corresponding 
implementation (or refinement) of a system, stated in terms of CCS. Then the 
verification condition for correctness can be stated as: 
A( I )=S 
where the function A is an abstraction function which takes the implementation 
and derives from it an abstract representation which is equivalent with S. In CCS, 
the most important equivalence is 'observation congruence' for which the equal sign 
will be used (see also Appendix A). CCS has a number of laws which, when applied 
to a certain behaviour, yield other observation congruent behaviours. Hence, these 
laws define classes of equivalent behaviours. The function A represents the applica- 
tion of these laws until no law can be applied. 
3.2. The representation of behaviours 
3.2.1. Actions 
In CCS, behaviours are determined by means of algebraic equations. These 
behaviour equations can be interpreted as state equations in which the left-hand 
side denotes the current state and the right-hand side gives the state transitions and 
the next states. The transitions can be of the following three types: 
input actions, output actions and unobservable actions. 
Action o~ ? x: B denotes that the message received via port a is assigned to variable 
x, after which the syst6m shows behaviour B. This is similar to the binding mechanism 
in lambda calculus. Action fl !x: B denotes that a message x is sent via port fl, after 
which the system shows behaviour B. In CCS communicating systems are called 
'agents'. A port is an entity via which an agent communicates with other agents. 
Communication is synchronous (rendez-vous); in case one wishes to model FIFO 
like communication, one has to introduce a new agent for the delay. In the sequel 
we will continue to speak of 'systems' instead of agents. Likewise, we will use 
'terminals' and 'ports' to denote the same entity. 
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An unobservable action (denoted by ~') is used to denote some internal activity 
of a system. Such action cannot be directly observed at the terminals (ports) of the 
system. However, as the system state changes upon an unobservable action, its effect 
can be observed because certain communications may have become enabled or 
disabled compared to the situation before the occurrence of a -r. These unobservable 
actions play an important role in CCS and their use will become apparent later. 
3.2.2. Operators 
The previous actions are the atomic entities with which behaviours (represented 
by equations) are constructed. For this construction a number of operators are 
defined within CCS. These are: 
" sequential composition, 
I parallel composition, 
+ summation 
\ restriction. 
Another, but less basic operator is relabelling. In [8] operators are defined using 
inference rules. 
The summation A + B combines two behaviours A and B to form a new behaviour 
C such that C can be either A or B. Summation is associative. 
The (parallel) composition A I B of two behaviours A and B results in the concurrent 
behaviours of A and B, unless communication (and hence, synchronization) between 
A and B occurs. Parallel composition is associative. Using the expansion theorem 
[8, pp. 31, 82] one can calculate A I B in terms of the atomic actions of A and B. 
Restriction is a static operation: (A I B)\b means that the port b when connecting 
A and B has become an internal port and messages communicated via this port are 
unobservable. In terms of equations this means that all actions associated with b 
are removed from the equations. Whenever communication takes place via b this 
is only apparent because a r appears in the equations. Hence, restriction allows 
one to abstract internal details from a system. 
Relabelling is also a static operation; B[a/b] means that the label associated with 
port b of A is replaced by a. As Milner uses complementary labels to denote input 
and output ports respectively, the relabelling operation is needed if several instances 
of a particular system are used. 
3.2.3. Behaviour equations 
A behaviour equation is an algebraic expression denoting the behaviour of a 
system. Such an equation is of the form (id) = <be), where (id) is a behaviour identifier 
(a state) and (be) is a behaviour expression, which is constructed from other behaviour 
expressions, behaviour identifiers, or atomic actions using the constructors (: I + \ / ) -  
Section 3.4 gives the detailed syntax. A behaviour equation is said to be in normal 
form whenever (be) is a sum of simple behaviour expressions; a simple behaviour 
expression consists of an atomic action, followed by (i.e. sequentially composed 
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with) a behaviour identifier. For example: 
A = a.inl?: (a.out!: a.in~?: A+~': A), 
or, in normal form: 
A = a.inl?: A I  
A1 = a.out!: A2+~': A 
A2 = a.in2?: A. 
3.2.4. Associating state graphs to behaviour equations 
Let a set of behaviour equations be given in which I and \ do not occur. A state 
graph can be associated to this set of equations in the following way: 
(i) interpret he behaviour identifiers as states, 
(ii) interpret he right-hand side of the equations as state transitions. 
For example, consider the equations for A in the previous section. Figure 1 shows 
the resulting state graph for this example. This shows how the signalling system 
sIG -- ' - -  (M, Q,f :  M .x Q--> Q) of (1) can be derived from (or represented as) a set of 
behaviour equations. In case we have equations in which [ and \ do occur, we can 
use the following rules: 
(iii) whenever an expression like (AI B) is expanded, interpret each term obtained 
in the expansion as a state transition. Hence, during an expansion, the state associated 
with the whole expression is expanded into a state graph (Fig. 3); 
(iv) whenever a restriction \p associated with an expansion of (A] B) is encoun- 
tered, remove all transitions labelled with p in the state graph associated with (AI B). 
:F  
a.inl? 
~ a.in27 
a.out! 
Fig. 1. State graph for A. 
3.3. The expansion theorem 
The expansion theorem describes how expressions of the form E = (A IB IC ID) \  P 
are to be calculated. In this new system E, the internal communication between the 
original systems A, B, C and D is not visible, except for some r's which indicate 
when communication takes place, without giving the communication explicitly. 
Milner developed two versions of the expansion theorem; one for the case without 
value passing between systems (i.e. pure synchronization), and one version that can 
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be used in the case of value passing. We will deal here with pure synchronization 
only, although the method could be extended to the value passing case. The reason 
is that we are not interested in specifying and verifying what  is being sent along a 
(telephone or data) connection but rather are only interested in specifying how a 
connection is established and verifying that a proposed solution is correct in this 
sense. Consequently we will only use the first version [8, p. 31] of the theorem. Instead 
of the theorem, we will use an algorithm for the expansion. The steps of this expansion 
algorithm are given by a straightforward interpretation of the theorem. 
The state space S of a system consists of n-tuples of states of its subsystems; 
S = (s~, s2 , . . . ,  s , ) ,  where Sl, s2,. o. , S n are the states of the n subsystems. We will 
say that si, s2, etc. are in S. The steps of the algorithm are: 
(a) define an initial state for the combined system. For instance, if we wish to 
calculate E = (AIB] C ID) \P ,  then S = (A, B, C, D) initially. 
(b) list all atomic actions in the subsystems which involve a transition from a 
state si to a state s; in the same subsystem, such that s~ is in S. Also list the resulting 
state of the combined system. Hence, we look for transitions of the type 
S = ( s~, . . . ,  s , , . . . ,  s ,)  , S '=  (s i , . . . ,  s ' , , . . . ,  s,) .  
These transitions do not yet involve communication between subsystems. 
(c) remove all actions which are not permitted by the restriction. 
(d) add all actions which involve communicaiion between subsystems. Because 
these actions involve communication (an internal action of the combined system), 
we indicate these as unobservable actions. Indicate the resulting global states. 
(e) repeat steps (b), (c) and (d) for each of these resulting global states which 
have not yet been evaluated in this way. 
Consider the following systems of which the behaviours are: 
A = a. in l  ?: a.out!: a.in2?: A and B = b.in?: b.out l  !: b.out2!: B 
or, in normal form: 
A = a . in l ? :A1  B = b . in? :B1  
A1 = a.out!: A2  B I  = b.out l ! :  B2 
A2  = a.in2?: A B2 = b.out2!: B. 
Systems A and B use a handshake mechanism and are connected as follows: 
a.out = b.in and a.in2 = b.out2, 
see also Fig. 2. 
I 
I 
a.inl = 
I 
I 
I 
C I-a'in2 I Ia b.out2 
A .out B 
b.ir~l 
i . _ . .  . . . .  
Fig. 2. Handshake mechanism. 
I 
I 
l 
J 
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Suppose we wish to calculate: C=(A IB) \P ,  where P denotes the port set 
{a.out, a.in2, b.in, b.out2}. Hence, we want to calculate the combined behaviour of 
A and B, such that communication between A and B is restricted away (i.e. not 
visible). Application of our algorithm (and hence the repeated application of the 
expansion theorem) leads to: 
C = (A[B) \P  
= (a.inl?: a.out!: a.in2?: A I b.in?: b.outl !: b.out2!: B ) \P  
= a.inl?: (a.out!: a.in2?: A I b.in?: b.outl: b.out2!: B ) \P  
(input by A) 
= a.inl ?: r: (a.in2?: A I b.outl !: b.out2!: B ) \P  
(communication via a.out) 
= a.inl ?: r: b.outl !: (a.in2?: AI b.out2!: B ) \P  
(output by B) 
= a.inl?: r: b.outl!: r: (A IB) \P  
(communication via a.in2). 
Figure 3 shows the state graph associated with the behaviour equation obtained 
after each step. 
a.inl? 
() 
() 
b.out]! 
~nl?  z 
outl! 
1? nl? 
G = to be expanded 
Fig. 3. State graph of (A I B)\P during expansion. 
Applying the first r-law (see Appendix A) to the previous result gives the following 
observation congruent behaviour: 
C = a.inI?: b.outl!: C. 
Hence, the composite system shows the behaviour a.inl?: b.outl! repeatedly as 
expected from a handshaking mechanism. 
3.4. The syntax 
There are two versions of CCS; one which deals with pure synchronization and 
one which deals with value passing also. In the value passing version of CCS, a 
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term like a.in ? x indicates that a message received via input port a.in will be assigned 
to a variable x. In the pure synchronization case we have to interpret messages as 
attributes of port names. Hence, a term like a.in? x in this case refers to an input 
(synchronization action) via port a.in_x. 
The composition operator I is used here and should not be confused with the 
alternative symbol sometimes used in syntax definitions. Square brackets indicate 
optionals. Let (id>, (be> and (sbe> stand for (behaviour identifier}, (behaviour 
expression} and (simple behaviour expression} respectively. 
( behaviour equation} 
(be) 
(sbe> 
(action} 
(id}=(be> 
(sbe> 
<be}l<be> 
(be) + (be) 
( be)\ (portset) 
(id} 
(action}: (sbe} 
( outport> ! (message} 
( inport} ? (message} 
r 
<sn> is the name of a system (or a shorthand notation) 
(message} is a message received or sent. 
Equations may be bracketed, like (<be>) to indicate the required order for the 
application of operators. From the production for (be> we learn that a form: 
<id> = (id)+. • • is possible. We will assume that behaviour equations are guardedly 
well-defined [8, p. 72], which means that a behaviour identifier on the left-hand side 
can only be defined in terms of itself if there is an action involved in this recursive 
definition. For instance b=b is not allowed, but b=x.in?: b is guardedly well- 
defined. 
The convenience of our notation scheme for ports is that 
(a) it is straightforward, 
(b) it is the same for both the synchronization case and the value-passing case, 
(c) it is easy to observe after an expansion where certain actions in the combined 
behaviour stem from, and 
(d) it can be used to build libraries of agents. 
(port set> ~ {(port}} (a set of ports) 
(port} ~ ( inport> 
( outport > 
(inport> ~ (sn>.in[(int>] 
(outport} ~ (sn>.out[(int>] 
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A consequence of our naming scheme is that we will need the relabelling operator 
in order to connect ports together. 
4. Specification of slc.O 
4.1. Description of the method to obtain SIG.0 
The method for deriving a specification is based on the use of a model of the 
system's environment, a view also held by Zave and Davis [10, 4]. 
For SlG.0 we will abstract he network Gc into a single node, which will also be 
indicated by Gc. We will follow the next steps in order to obtain the behaviour for 
SIG.O: 
(a) The users of our network Gc are the terminal nodes connected to the switching 
nodes inside Gc. We start with defining the messages that are needed to describe 
the communication between a terminal node and the switching node to which it is 
connected. 
(b) We will next define the behaviour of a terminal node. Such a node can show 
two types of behaviour; source behaviour (denoted by ts) or destination behaviour 
(denoted by ta). When showing source behaviour, t is the calling party and initiates 
the setting up of a connection via the network (we will denote the terminal node 
by s in this case). When showing destination behaviour, t is the called party and a 
connection is set up towards t (we will denote the node by d in this case). 
(c) By mirroring (i.e. replacing inputs by outputs and conversely), we will find 
the corresponding behaviour of the network. With respect o a terminal node acting 
as a source, the network will show destination behaviour, indicated as Gd. With 
respect o a terminal node which shows destination behaviour, the network will 
show source behaviour, denoted as Gs. Hence, we will have two sets of equations. 
The first, {ts, Gd}, specifies the communication between source and network. The 
second, {td, G~}, specifies the communication between the destination and the 
network. 
(d) Then, from the partial specifications G~ and Gd a complete specification G~d 
for the network will be derived using a version of Milner's expansion theorem in 
which communication ports are replaced by causality relations. This allows a 
complete specification to be derived in a systematic way. 
4.2. SIG.0 signalling between the network and a terminal node 
Let G.in and G.out denote the incoming and outgoing edges of Gc from and to 
terminal node t respectively; t.out and t.in are the corresponding names at the 
terminal node side; see Fig. 4. 
The first behaviour equation for a terminal node is of the form: 
TO = TOs + TOa, 
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t.out G.in 
't.in -= G.out 
Fig. 4. The network, considered as a single node, connected to a terminal node; G.in = t.out and 
G.out  = t.in. 
where TO is the behaviour identifier associated with the behaviour of t and TO~ 
( respect ive ly  TOd)  is the behaviour identifier associated with its source behaviour 
(respectively destination behaviour). 
The source behaviour t~ of a terminal node will be postulated as follows (the 
corresponding network behaviour Gd has been obtained via mirroring): 
/s: : Gd" : 
TOs = t.out! con: TI GO = G.in? con: GI  
T1 = t.out! ster: TO G1 = G.in? ster: GO 
+ t. in ? ptr: T2 + G. out ! ptr: G2 
+ t.in ? ntr: t.out! ster: TO + G.out ! ntr: G.in ? ster: GO 
T2 = t.out! ster: TO G2 = G.in? ster: GO 
+t.in? dter: t.out! ster: TO +G.out!  dter: G.in? ster: GO. 
Explanation: t acts as the calling subscriber. Then starting in state TOs, the 
subscriber lifts the handset and dials a number; this corresponds to the sending of 
the connection request (con). Next, t may either send a 'source terminating request' 
(ster), indicating that he wishes to end the setting-up of the connection (he goes 
on-hook) or he may receive either a 'positive terminating response' (ptr) indicating 
that the destination has answered, or a 'negative terminating response' (ntr) indicat- 
ing that the destination cannot be reached, or is busy. In the latter case the source 
is expected to go on-hook. In the call phase (state T2), the conversation may end 
in two ways; either the source ends by sending a 'source termination request' (ster), 
i.e. he goes on-hook, or the destination subscriber may have done so first in which 
case the source receives the 'destination termination request' (dter), i.e. the source 
receives busy tone. The function f from expression (l> can be easily obtained from 
these equations. For instance, we may write f ( t .out !  con, TOs)= T1, etc. 
As one can see from the equations, both s and Gc return to their initial states 
only if s has sent a source termination request. This matches with the convention 
in use in existing telephony signalling systems. The state diagram which corresponds 
with the equations t~ is shown in Fig. 5. 
A similar set of equations can be defined for d, i.e. for the case where the terminal 
node shows destination behaviour. In principle, these equations can be obtained 
from the previous et of equations by interchanging the roles of t and Gc. However, 
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Fig. 5. State diagram of a terminal node when acting as a source. 
some deviations from this rule will be made. There are two reasons for doing this. 
The first reason stems from certain conventions in telephony; for instance, a called 
subscriber may go on-hook without asking permission to do so from the calling 
subscriber. Hence, a destination ode does not wait for as ter  message once it has 
itself sent a dter message. Hence, the ster messages in the third and second terms 
of T1 and T2 (and correspondingly in G1 and in G2) should be omitted. After 
receiving as ter  message, the destination will send a dter message. This changes the 
first term of T2 and (72 by incorporating this dter message. 
The second reason is that it is more interesting to show the derivation of protocols 
for the asymmetric case; the symmetric ase is simpler. The resulting set of equations 
is: 
Gs::  td: : 
(70 = G.out[  con: (73 TOo = t.in? con: T3 
G3 = G.out!  ster: (70 T3 = t. in? ster: TO 
+ G. in ? ptr: (74 + t.out ! ptr: T4 
+ G. in ? ntr: GO + t.out ! ntr: TO 
G4 = G.out  ! ster: G.in ? dter: GO T4 = t.in ? ster: t. out: dter: TO 
+ G. in ? dter: GO + t.out ! dter: TO. 
5. The combination algorithm 
5.1. Its purpose 
The equations for Gc derived above specify the behaviour of Gc towards one 
particular terminal node. However, we are also interested in its behaviour with 
respect o two different erminal nodes which play the roles of source and destination 
respectively; see Fig. 6. 
There is a systematic way of deriving the behaviour of Gc towards these two 
terminal nodes by considering that if one terminal node is the source, then Gc shows 
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the behaviour Go towards that terminal node, specified by the first set of equations 
(GO, GI, (32). Alternatively, towards the other node (the destination) Gc shows the 
behaviour G~, specified by the second set of equations (G0, G3, G4). Rewriting the 
two sets of equations in their normal form (Section 3.2.3), and performing the 
relabelling: 
G.in -~ G.inl in Gd and (}.in -~ G.in2 in Gs 
G.out -~ G.outl G.out -~ G.out2 
yields the sets of equations of Table 1 for s, Gc, and d. 
The equations GO, G1, . . . ,  G6 specify the behaviour of Gc. However, we should 
like to have a single set of equations instead of two sets (we wish to consider Gc 
as a single machine instead of two machines). In fact, we should like to apply the 
expansion theorem to something like: 
(G~l Gd)\P , (2) 
where P would be the port set connecting both sides of the network. As a matter 
of fact, we can only use the expansion theorem when the following conditions hold: 
(a) the way G~ and Gd communicate is fully known (in order to do the parallel 
composition), and 
(b) we have to indicate which ports should be abstracted away (in order to do 
the restriction). 
Fig. 6. A terminal node as a source, the network and another terminal as a destination. 
In the case of G~ and Gd neither conditions hold; we have only specified how 
Gc communicates with the outside world (in casu the terminal nodes) and we did 
not indicate how Gs and Gd are linked (so we cannot put G, and Gd into communica- 
tion). This knowledge would only be available after a refinement step in which we 
decided upon the detailed ne~twork structure. Instead, what we wish to do is to 
obtain the behaviour of Gc from Gs and Gd without having to decide on the detailed 
structure of the network. 
Note: in order to obtain a single behaviour Gsd of the network we have to perform 
a creative step towards greater detail as we have to become more specific about the 
internal structure of the network. This is in contrast with the normal use of the 
expansion theorem which is in the opposite direction as we put agents together to 
find the behaviour of the combination. Also note that adapting the equations Gs 
and Gd in such a way that communication between the two would be included (by 
adding communication actions to those equations) already implies the derivation 
of the equations Gsd. 
Table 1 
Equations for the source node, the network, and the destination ode in normal form 
~° 
Behaviour of Behaviour of Behaviour of Behaviour of 
terminal node network towards network towards terminal node as 
as source node source node destination destination 
(t~) (Gd) (G~) (td) 
g~ 
SO = t.out! con: 
SI  = t.out! ster: 
+ t.in ? ptr: 
+ t.in? ntr: 
$2 = t.out! ster: 
+ t.in? dter: 
$5 = t.out! ster: 
SI 
SO 
$2 
S5 
SO 
$5 
SO 
GO 
GI  
= G. in l ?con :  
= G. in l?  ster: 
+ G.out l  ! ptr: 
+ G.out l  ! ntr: 
G2 = 
G5= 
G. in l  ? ster: 
+ G.out l  ! dter: 
G. in l  ? ster: 
G I  GO = G.out2! con: 
GO G3 = G.out2! ster: 
G2 + G.in2? ptr: 
G5 + G.in2? ntr: 
GO G4 = G.out2! ster: 
G5 + G.in2? dter: 
GO G6 = G.in2? dter: 
G3 
GO 
G4 
GO 
G6 
GO 
GO 
DO = t.in! con: 
D3 = t.in? ster: 
+ t.out! ptr: 
+ t.out!ntr:  
D4  = t.in? ster: 
+ t.out! dter: 
D6  = t.out! dter: 
D3 
DO 
D4 
DO 
D6 
DO 
DO 
5 
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We will develop an algorithm with which Gsd can be obtained; it will be called 
the combination algorithm. 
5.2. Delays and causality relations 
Before defining the algorithm, the conditions under which the algorithm can be 
applied have to be defined. 
(i) In order to 'simulate' the set of ports P from (2), we will have to postulate 
certain properties of the connecting process with respect o how connections are 
being set up in the network. We assume the connecting process to take some amount 
of time in order to set up a connection (consisting of a sequence of switching nodes) 
through the network between a source and a destination. We will model the effect 
of this as a delay. This enables us to simulate the set of ports P from (2) as a delay. 
(ii) Second, in order to calculate the combination of Gs and Gd, and in particular 
to perform the restriction, i.e. to simulate \P  in (2), we will indicate certain constraints 
on the order in which messages can be sent. This becomes clear if one understands 
that restriction means: taking away those actions which cannot occur in a particular 
situation. Here, restriction will mean; take away those actions which for causality 
reasons can not possibly occur. 
For example, the action G.out2! con in Gs can only occur after the action 
G.inl  ? con in Gd has taken place, because the required message con is received 
during the first action. Hence, the second action cannot take place as long as the 
first action has not taken place. We may write this as: 
G. in I?  con (in Gd) -~-~ G.out2! con (in Q) ,  
where '= o '  means 'causally leads to'; in logical terms a =o b is defined as a ^ ~ b 
where ~ is the temporal Qperator 'eventually'. In the case of delay (i) we can refine 
this causal relationship as follows. The action G.out2! con in G~ can only take place 
if con has been received at the destination side of the network and has been transferred 
via the network towards the source side of the network. Let m denote a message 
from the set of messages {con, ptr, ntr, ster, dter}. Then m* is its 'star' version, 
indicating that this message is available at the side of the network opposite to that 
at which it was received originally. For instance if m-  con, then con* is the 
connection request when it has arrived at the source side of the network (i.e. towards 
the destination node). In general, let m-~ m* denote that the star version of a 
message is available; i.e. this message has been transferred via the network to the 
opposite side. In order to arrive at Gsd the following set of causal relations are defined: 
(a) the direction of causality is from the destination side of Gc to the source side 
of Gc: 
(al) G. in l  ? con and con-~ con* =-~ G.out2! con 
(a2) G. in l  ? ster and ster o ster* = ~ G.out2! ster 
(b) the direction of causality is from the source side towards the destination side 
of Gc: 
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(bl) 
(b2) 
(b3) 
G. in2 ? ptr and ptr -> ptr* 
G.in2? ntr and ntr--> ntr* 
G. in2 ? dter and dter-> dter* 
=-> G.outl ! ptr 
=-> G.outl!  ntr 
=-> G.out l ! dter. 
These relations can be interpreted as the enabling conditions for the actions at the 
right-hand side. The previous et will be denoted as CAUS. 
The ntr message needs some more attention. From (b2) one concludes that the 
network only sends an ntr message if it has received such a message from the 
destination. However, the network can also send such a message on its own. This 
happens if the network fails to make a connection. In practice this happens because 
networks are constructed from finite resources. Consequently, the connecting process 
may not succeed in setting up a connection. Moreover, if certain switching nodes 
or the links between them fail, a connection may become a physical impossibility. 
In all these cases the network will send an ntr message to the source to signal its 
failure. Hence, we need another elation to model this situation. An ntr message 
can only be generated inside the network if a connection request has been received. 
However, if an ntr message is actually generated then this excludes the availability 
of the con* message at the other side. Hence, we get the following relationship: 
(cl) (G. in l?  con =-> G.out l !  ntr) exor (G. in l?  con =-> (con-> con*)) 
where exor is the exclusive or. For the time being we will assume that the network 
has infinite and perfectly reliable resources and so we will neglect (cl). We will 
include (cl) in Section 6.3 to illustrate how relationships can be incorporated in a 
modular way. 
5.3. Extending the definition of  state 
Let S denote the state of the network with respect to two terminal nodes, of which 
one acts as a source and the other acting as the destination. In order to deal with 
the delay introduced in the previous ection we will include messages subject o a 
causal relationship (i.e. messages occurring at the lhs or rhs of at least one of the 
relationships) into the state when they have been received by the network. We will 
omit these messages from the state again once they have been sent by the network. 
For example, if the network receives a con message then the new state will be written 
as S(con),  indicating that con is pending inside the network. In general, we may 
have a list of pending messages: S(ml ,  mE, . . . ,  mk). 
Some definitions: 
S(I): The current state of the system; l is the list of pending messages. 
The receipt of a message is prescribed in a way similar to that of the expansion 
algorithm in Section 3.3. We define a causality predicate P~us on messages; Pcaus(m) 
is true whenever m occurs in at least one of the causal relations from the set of 
relations CAUS = {al, a2, bl, b2, b3}. Let R(m)  denote the predicate which is true 
when message'm is received. 
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Upon the receipt of a message m changes the state and may extend the list: 
if Pcaus(m) and R(m) then S(1) ~ S'(l, m) (m is added to l) 
if not Pcau~(m) and R(m) then S(1) ~ S'(I) (m is not added to l) 
(3) 
S' is the next state after receiving the message and is given by the corresponding 
behaviour equations. The sending of a message is also prescribed in a way similar 
to that of the expansion algorithm. Let InList(m) be the predicate which is true 
when a message m occurs within the list l of S(l). The sending of a message m 
changes the state and may reduce the list: 
iflnList( m*) then S( l', m*) --> S'( l') 
(m* is removed from 1= (l', m*)) 
if not InList(m*) then S(1) --> S'(1) 
(4) 
The changing of S into S' goes as follows: Let S = {Sl, s2, . . . ,  s,} denote the state 
of the system, where the si are the states of the sub-systems. Given a possible state 
transition in one of the sub-systems, involving an action 'act' such that for some 
i: si = act: s~, we get: 
S = act:S', whereS '={. . . , s ' i , . . .} .  (5) 
The state transitions in each sub-system are given by the behaviour equations. In 
the case for Gsd, we have to inspect the equations for Gs and Go. 
5.4. The algorithm 
Let IN(S) denote the inputs which are enabled when the system is in state S. 
Likewise, let ouT(S(/)) denote the set of output actions which are enabled when 
the system is in S(1). Let TAu(S(I)) denote the unobservable actions within the 
sub-systems (i.e. these ~'-actions are not due to any communication between sub- 
systems; that situation will be dealt with later). Furthermore, let EVALSTATES denote 
the set of states that have to be evaluated. Initially, EVALSTATES is empty. 
The steps of the algorithm are: 
(a) Define an initial state for the combined system. 
The state S of the combined system (the network) consists of pairs of states of 
Gs and Gd. Initially: S = (GO, GO) (no pending messages); the first sub-state is the 
initial state of Gd and the second sub-state is the initial state of Gs. Hence: 
EVALSTATES = {(GO, GO)}.  
(b) Decide for the states in EVALSTATES whether state axioms are necessary. If 
a state S(1) is chosen from EVALSTATES, write an axiom of the form S(1)= S'(l'). 
Remove S(l) from EVALSTATES and add S'(l') to EVALSTATES if this state is not yet 
in EVALSTATES. The reason for including state axioms is as follows. 
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It may be that certain states in EVALSTATES are made subject o design decisions 
which reflect some properties of the underlying implementation. For instance, 
suppose a con message has been received and the source immediately sends aster 
message. Then there is no use in sending the con through the network. Instead, the 
ster message cancels the con message. This can be modelled as an axiom: 
(GO, GO) (con, ster) = (GO, GO). It is called an axiom because it does not follow 
from a straightforward application of the subsequent steps (c) and (d) of this 
algorithm. Instead, we will decide upon such axioms based on logical reasoning 
which lies outside the behaviour equations Gs and Gd. 
(c) For each state S(I) in EVALSTATES list the possible actions in the subsystems 
(behaviours Gs and Gd). For each action 'act' write the corresponding state equation: 
S(1) = act: S'(l'). Remove S(1) from EVALSTATES and add S'(/') to it when not yet 
in EVALSTATES. 
Under possible actions we understand: 
(i) input actions from IN(S(/)); updating the list l is subject o conditions (3); 
updating S is subject o (5); 
(ii) output actions from ou'r(S(1)); updating the list l is subject to conditions 
(4); updating S is given again by (5); 
(iii) unobservable actions in TAu(S(1)); only S changes according to (5). 
(d) For states in EVALSTATES of the form S(l, m), add unobservable (~') actions 
to model the transfer of a message m through the network. The associated state 
transitions have the form S(l, m) = "r: S(l, m*). Remove S(l, m) from EVALSTATES 
and add S(l, m*) when not yet in EVALSTATES. 
These ~" actions model the transfer delay of messages in I to the opposite side of 
the network, i.e. they reflect the transition from a message m into its star version 
m*. Example: S(l, con) = ~': S(l, con*). 
(e) Repeat steps (b), (c) and (d) for each of the resulting states S' which has not 
been evaluated in this way. 
Using the combination algorithm, the equations for Gsd can be derived systemati- 
cally. We will use a shorthand notation for the global states; for instance the state 
(GO, GO) will be abbreviated as GOGO and the global state (GI, GO) with the list 
of pending messages l = (con) will be written as GIGO(con). 
The combination algorithm provides a systematic way of deriving axioms for the 
underlying implementation of the obtained specification. In other words: the 
algorithm systematically indicates those places (during step (b)) in the derivation 
of the combined behaviour where certain assumptions about the underlying 
implementation mechanism have to be made. These assumptions in fact serve as 
axioms for this mechanism. In summary, the combination algorithm not only 
combines partial specifications (in terms of behaviour towards different parts of the 
environment) into a single behaviour, but also results in a list of properties (axioms) 
for the implementation mechanism. 
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6. SIG.0 signalling between the network, a source and a destination 
6. I. Appl icat ion o f  the combinat ion algorithm 
Application of the combination algorithm, leads to the following set of equations, 
in which the axioms have been indicated by '(ax)'. Reduction of these equations 
will be done in Appendix B and the final set of equations is given in Section 6.2. 
The reader who is interested in this resulting set of equations at this point could 
proceed to the latter section. 
GOGO = G.inl ? con" 
GIGO(con) = G.inl ? ster: 
+I": 
GOGO( con, ster) = 
GIGO(con*) = G.inl ? ster: 
+ G.out2! con: 
GOGO(con*, ster) = G.out2 ! con: 
-Fr: 
GIG3 = G.inl ? ster: 
+ G.in2? ptr: 
+ G.in2? ntr: 
GOG3(ster) = 7": 
+ G.in2? ptr: 
+ G.in2? ntr: 
GOG3( ster*) = G.out2! ster: 
+ G.in2? ptr: 
+ G.in2? ntr: 
GOGO( con*, ster*) = 
GIG4(ptr)  = G.inl ? ster: 
+ G.in2? dter: 
d-7": 
GIG4(ptr*)  = G.inl ? ster: 
+ G.in2? dter: 
+ G.outl ! ptr: 
GIGO( ntr) = G.inl ? ster: 
-t-~': 
GIGO(ntr*) = G.inl ? ster: 
+ G.outl ! ntr: 
GOG4(ster, ptr) = ~': 
+7": 
+ G.in2? dter: 
GOG4( ster*, ptr ) = G.out2 ! ster: 
+r: 
+ G.in2 ? dter: 
G I GO( con ) 
GOGO( con, ster) 
G1GO( con*) 
GOGO 
GOGO( con*, ster) 
GIG3 
GOG3 ( ster )
GOGO( con*, ster*) 
GOG3 ( ster )
GIG4(ptr) 
G1GO( ntr) 
GOG3(ster*) 
GOG4 ( ster, ptr) 
GOGO( ster, ntr ) 
GOGO 
GOG4 ( ster*, ptr) 
GOGO( ster*, ntr) 
GOGO 
GOG4( ster, ptr) 
GI GO(ptr, dter) 
GIG4(ptr*) 
GOG4 ( ster, ptr*) 
GIGO(ptr*, dter) 
G2G4 
GOGO( ster, ntr ) 
G l GO( ntr*) 
GOGO( ster, ntr* ) 
G5GO 
GOG4( ster*, ptr) 
GOG4 ( ster, ptr*) 
GOGO ( ster, ptr, dter ) 
GOG6(ptr) 
GOG4 ( ster*, ptr* ) 
GOGO(ster*, ptr, dter) 
(ax) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(ax) (9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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GOG4 ( ster, ptr*) 
GOG4( ster*, ptr*) 
GOGO( ster, ntr) 
GOGO( ster*, ntr) 
GOGO( ster, ntr*) 
GIGO(ptr, dter) 
G2G4 
GIGO(ptr*, dter) 
G I GO(ptr*, dter*) 
GOGO ( ster, ptr, dter )
GOGO( ster*, ptr, dter) 
GOGO(s;er, tr*, dter) 
GOGO( ster*, ptr*, dter) 
GOGO( ster, ptr*, dter*) 
GOGO( ster*, ptr*, dter*) 
GOGO( ster*, ntr*) 
GOG6(ptr) 
GOG6(ptr*) 
GOGO(ptr, dter) 
GOGO( ntr ) 
GOGO(ptr*, dter) 
GOGO(ptr*, dter* ) 
G5GO 
GOGO( ster )
GOGO( ster*) 
GOG4( ster )
GOG4(ster*) 
G2GO( dter) 
= r: GOG4(ster*, ptr*) 
+ G. in2 ? dter: GOGO(ster, ptr*, dter) 
= G.out2! ster: GOG6(ptr*) 
+ G.in2? dter: GOGO(ster*, ptr*, dter) 
= r: GOOO(ster*, ntr) 
+ T: GOGO(ster, ntr*) 
= GOGO (ax) 
= GOGO (ax) 
= GtGO(ntr) (ax) 
= G.inl ? ster: GOG4(ster) 
+ G. in2 ? dter: G2GO(dter) 
= G.inl ? ster: GOGO(ster, tr*, dter) 
+ G.outl !ptr: G2GO(dter) 
+ ~': GIGO(ptr*, dter*) 
= GIGO(ntr*) (ax) 
= GOGO(ster, ntr) (ax) 
= GOGO(ster*, ntr) (ax) 
= r: GOGO(ster*, ptr*, dter) 
+ r: GOGO(ster, ptr*, dter*) 
= r: GOGO(ster*, ptr*, dter*) 
= GOGO(ster, ntr*) (ax) 
= GOGO(ster*, ntr*) (ax) 
= GOGO (ax) 
= G.in2? dter: GOGO(ptr, dter) 
+ r: GOG6(ptr*) 
= G.in2? dter: GOGO(ptr*, dter) 
= GOGO(ntr) (ax) 
= GOGO (ax) 
= r: GOGO(ptr*, dter*) 
= GOGO (ax) 
= G.inl ? ster: GOGO(ster) 
= T: GOGO(ster*) 
= GOGO (ax) 
= 7": GOG4(ster*) 
+ G.in2? dter: GOGO(ster, dter) 
= G.out2 ! ster: GOG6 
+ G.in2? dter: GOGO(ster*, dter) 
= G.inl ? ster; GOGO(ster, dter) 
+ ~-: G2GO(dter*) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
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G2GO( dter*) = G.inl ? ster: GOGO( ster, dter*) (44) 
+ G.outl ! dter: G5GO 
GOGO(ster, dter) = r: GOGO(ster*, dter) (45) 
+ r: GOGO(ster, dter*) 
GOGO(ster,*, dter) = GOGO (ax) (46) 
GOGO(ster, dter*) = GOGO (ax) (47) 
GOG6 = G.in2? dter: GOGO(dter) (48) 
GOGO( dter ) = GOGO (ax) (49) 
6.2. Network  equations 
After the reduction, as carried out in Appendix B, one obtains the following 
equations, which specify the behaviour of the network Gc towards a source node 
and the corresponding destination ode: 
GO = G.in I ? con: G I  
G1 = G. in l  ? ster: G2 
+ G.out2!  con: G3 
G2 = G.out2 ! con: G4 
+ r: GO 
G3 = G. in l  ? ster: G4 
+ G. in2?pt r :  G5  
+ G. in2 ? n tr: G6  
G4 = G.out2!  ster: GO 
+ G. in2? ptr: G7  
+ G. in2? ntr: GO 
G5 = G. in l  ? ster: G7  
+ G.out l  ! ptr: G8 
+ G. in2? dter: GIO 
G6 = G. in l  ? ster: GO 
+ G.out l  ! ntr: G l i  
G7  = G.out2!  ster: G12 
+ G. in2? dter: GO 
G8 = G. in l  ? ster: G7  
+ G. in2? dter: G9  
G9 = G. in l  ? ster: GO 
+ G.out l  ! dter: G l l  
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GIO = 
G I I  = 
G I2  = 
G.inl  ? ster: GO 
+ G.outl  ! ptr: G9 
+ ~': G6 
G.inl ? ster: GO 
G.in2? dter: GO 
6.3. Including blocking behaviour 
As was stated in Section 5.2 we omitted the causal relation (cl) for the time being. 
Now we will include this causality. In other words, we will assume that the network 
can show 'blocking behaviour'. This notion stems from the area of telecommunication 
switching networks. To include this type of behaviour, we have to refine the 
specification for the ideal case. 
To include this we have to update a few equations from the derivation in Section 
6.1. Incorporating (cl) then results in the updating of equations (2) and (4): 
G1GO(con) = G. inl  ? ster: GOGO(con, ster) (2) 
+ z: G1GO(con*)  
+ G.out l  ! ntr: G5GO(con) (new term) 
(new axiom) G5GO( con ) 
G I GO( con * ) 
= G5GO 
= G. in l?  ster: GOGO(con*, ster) (4) 
+ G.out2! con: G IG3 
+ ~': GIGO(ntr*)  (new axiom). 
After reduction (which is omitted here; it proceeds in a way similar to that presented 
in Appendix B), one finds that including this type of blocking behaviour leads to 
updating the equation for GO as follows: 
GO = G. in l?  con: (G I  +r:  G6). 
The resulting set of equations defines the required behaviour Gsd in the case of 
limited resources. 
7. Specification of sin.1 
In this section we will consider the communication behaviour of switching nodes 
inside the network Gc. Let us assume that the global connecting process has 
proceeded up to some current node c, i.e. a path has been established from the 
source node s to node c. We will also introduce the notions 'previous node' and 
'next node' to mean the nodes immediately preceding and following the current 
node respectively on a path from a source node to a destination ode. Then the 
behaviours of the previous and next nodes can be given relative to c. Hence, these 
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notions are relative notions as they are defined relative to the current node; in the 
next phase of the connecting process, the 'next' node will become 'current' node, 
etc. Consider the ensemble previous/current/next node as shown in Fig. 7(a). In 
order to obtain the specifications for the previous and next nodes, the method 
adopted for the derivation of the SIG.0 equations can be used here as well. 
Clearly, relative to the current node c, the behaviour of the previous node p is 
that of a source node. This will be written as: p -- ts. Similarly, relative to c, the next 
node behaves as a destination node and its behaviour equals the destination 
behaviour of Gc in SIG.0. Hence, n = Gd, except for the last switching node (to 
which d is connected), for which obviously: n = td. 
With respect o the previous node, the current node c shows the behaviour of the 
next node. At the same time c shows the behaviour of the previous node relative 
to the next node n; this is shown in Fig. 7(b). 
a) 
p.out c.inl c.out 2 n.in 
c.outl c.in 2 n.out 
b) c 
Fig. 7. (a) The previous and next node, relative to some current node c; the names of the ports used 
the state equations are shown; (b) The next node and previous node behaviours of the current node c, 
relative to nodes p and n. 
The process for arriving at equations for the current node follows the same pattern 
as that for obtaining the equations Gsd and will not be repeated here. The reader 
may verify this himself or review these steps in [6, Appendix H]. The resulting set 
of equations (denoted as C) for the current node in sIG.1 is: 
C:" 
CO = c. in I ? con: COa 
COa = C I  " + r: COb 
COc = c. in l  ? ster: CO 
C I  = c .out2!  con" C3 
+ c. in l  ? ster: C2  
COb = c. in l  ? ster: CO 
+ c .out l  ! ntr: COc 
C2 = c .out2!  con: C4  
+ z: CO 
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C3 = 
C4 = 
c.inl ? ster: C4 C7 = c.out2! ster: CO 
+ c.in2? ptr: C5 + c.in2? dter: C I I  
+ c.in2? ntr: C6 
C8 = c.in1? ster: C7 
c.out2! ster: CO + c.in2? dter: C9 
+ c.in2? ptr: C7 C9 = c.inl ? ster: C I I  
+ c.in2? ntr: C I  1 + c.outl !dter: C l2  
C10 = c.inl ? ster: C11 
C5 = c.in1? ster: C7 
+ c.outl ! ptr: C8 + c.outl ! ptr: C9 
+ c.in2? dter: CIO + ~': C6 
CI  I = c.out2! ster: CO 
C6 = c.inl ? ster: CI1 
+ c.outl ! ntr: C12 C12 = c.inl ? ster: C I  I. 
The difference between these equations and the equations Gsd for the network is 
due to the difference between the behaviour t d of the destination node and the 
destination behaviour Go of Gc. The difference implies that the last switching node 
within Gc on a path from a source to a destination should behave as the network 
in S~G.O. 
8. Correctness of sic.0 and SIG.1 
For SIG.0, we will have to prove that the complete specification Gsd of the network 
is consistent with the partial specifications Gs and Gd. More specifically: we will 
have to prove that when we put the network (showing behaviour Gsd) into communi- 
cation with the source node (showing behaviour ts), then the network will show 
source behaviour Gs towards the destination ode. Let P(s,  Gc) denote the set of 
ports connecting s and Gc. Then, the previous statement can be written as: 
(ts[ Gsd)\P(s ,  Gc) ~c Gs (Theorem 1) 
where the symbol ~c means 'is observation congruent with'. This type of equivalence 
of behaviours plays a dominant role on CCS; it is explained in Appendix A. The 
theorem states that if we present he two behaviours given by the lhs and rhs of 
Theorem 1 to an outside observer then this observer cannot distinguish between the 
two. This is the verification for the source behaviour of the network. Likewise we 
have a verification for the destination behaviour of the network: 
(Gsd] td ) \P (Gc ,  d) ~ Gd (Theorem 2) 
Similarly, for SIG.I we will have to prove that the combined behaviour of the 
switching nodes on the path from the source node to the destination node is 
observation equivalent with the behaviour of the network Gc. It has already been 
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mentioned that the last switching node on the path should have a behaviour identical 
to that of the network itself (this was due to the difference between the destination 
node behaviour and the destination behaviour of the network). Consequently, 
proving that the switching nodes on the path behave in the same way as the, network 
goes in two steps. First it has to be proved that two switching nodes in communication 
are observation congruent with a single switching node. This is the inductive step. 
From this it follows that a path of switching nodes (excluding the last switching 
node) is observation congruent with a single switching node. The last step consists 
of proving that a switching node (but not the last one), put into communication 
with the last switching node (of which the behaviour is given by equations Qo) are 
observation congruent with Gc. Let si, where i ~ { 1 , . . . ,  n}, denote the ith switching 
node on the path from s to d. Hence, s~ is connected to s, whereas , is connected 
to d. Then the following theorems have to be proved: 
(ClC)\P(sj, sj+l) C 
(ClG d)kP(s.- ,sn) 
(with 1 <~j < i) (Theorem 3) 
Gsd (Theorem 4) 
8. I. Expansion of  a terminal node and the network 
For the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 it will be necessary to put the source and 
destination odes in communication with the network. Hence, certain relabellings 
have to be done. As we are dealing with pure synchronization, a term like t.out! con 
should be interpreted as a separate port t.out_con! which is only used for synchroniz- 
ation. Bearing this in mind, the following relabellings are made: 
and 
S[ c l !, c2!, c3?, c4?, c5 ?/ t.out ! con, t.out ! ster, t.in ? ptr, t.in ? ntr, t.in ? dter] 
D[c l  ?, c2?, c3!, c4!, c5!/ t.in? con, t.in? ster, t.out! ptr, t.out! ntr, t.out! dter]. 
The resulting equations are called SRCE and DEST:  
SRCE :: DEST::  
SO = cl! : S l  DO = cl ?: 
S1 = c2!: SO DI  = c2?: 
+c3?: $2 +c3!: 
+c4?: $3 +c4!: 
$2 = c2!: SO 192 = c2?: 
+ c5?: $3 + c5!: 
S3 = c2!: SO D3 = c5!: 
Similar relabellings are done on Gsa , resulting in 
to s) and DGsd (in order to connect Gc to d): 
DI  
DO 
192 
DO 
D3 
DO 
DO 
SGsd (in order to connect Gc 
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SGc = Gsd[C1?, C2?, c3!, c4!, c5!/  
G. in l  ? con, G. in l  ? ster, G.out l  ! ptr, G.out l  ! ntr, G.out l  !dter] 
The resulting equations SGc are: 
GO = c l ?: GOa 
GOa = G l  + r: G6  
G I  = c2?: G2 + G.out2! con: G3 
G2 = G.out2! con: G4+r :  GO 
G3 = c2?: G4 + G.in2? ptr: G5  + G. in2? ntr: G6  
G4 = G.out2! ster: GO+ G. in2?ptr :  G7+ G.in2? ntr: GO 
G5 = c2?: G7+c3! :  G8+G. in2?  dter: GIO 
G6 = c2?: GO+c4! :  G I I  
G7  = G.out2! ster: G I2  + G.in2? dter: GO 
G8 = c2?: G7+ G.in2? dter :G9 
G9 = c2?: GO+c5! :  G11 
GIO = c2?: GO+c3! :  G9+r :  G6 
G11 = c2?: GO 
G12 = G.in2? dter: GO 
Similarly for the behaviour DGc of the network: 
DGc = Gsd[Cl !, c2!, c3?, c4?, c5?/ 
G.out2! con, G.out2! ster, G. in2? ptr, G. in2? ntr, G. in2? dter] 
The resulting equations DGc are; 
GO = G: in l?  con: GOa 
GOa = G I + ~': G6  
G1 = G. in l  ? ster: G2 + cl !: G3 
G2 = cI !: G4 + r: GO 
G3 = G. in l?  ster: G4+c3? :  G5+c4? :  G6  
G4 = c2!: GO+c3? :  G7+c4? :  GO 
G5 = G. in l  ? ster: G7+ G.out l  !ptr: G8+ c5?: GIO 
G6 = G. inl  ? ster: GO+ G.out1! ntr: G I1  
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G7 = 
G8 = 
G9 = 
G IO = 
G I I  = 
G I2  = 
c2!: G12+c5? :  GO 
G. in l  ? ster: G7+ c5?: G9  
G. in l  ? ster: GO+ G.out l  ! dter: G I I  
G . in l  ? ster: GO+ G.out l  ! ptr: G9+ r: G6  
G. in l  ? ster: GO 
c5!: GO 
Applying the expansion theorem to (SRCE[SGc) \{c l ,  c2, c3, c4, c5}, yields the 
following set of equations: 
SOGO = r: S1GOa 
S IGOa = S1GI  + r: S1G6 
S IG I  = r: SOG2 + G.out2!  con: S1G3 
S1G6 = r: SOGO+r:  S3Gl l  
SOG2 = G.out2!  con: SOG4 + r: SOGO 
S IG3 = r: SOG4 + G. in2? ptr: S IG5  + G. in2? ntr: S IG6  
S3GI  I = r: SOGO 
SOG4 = G.out2!  ster: SOGO+ G. in2? ptr: SOG7 + G. in2? ntr: SOGO 
S IG5 = r: SOG7+ G. in2? dter: S1GIO+ r: $2G8 
S IG IO = r: SOGO+r:  S2G9+r :  S IG6  
SOG7 = G.out2!  ster: SOG12 + G. in2? dter: SOGO 
$2G8 = r: SOG7 + G. in2? dter: $2G9 
$2G9 = r: SOGO 
SOGI2  = G. in2? dter: SOGO 
The reduction of these equations can be done by substitution, and the application 
of the Sum - 4 law, the 1st r-law and Corollary 7.14 (see Appendix A). The reduction 
will be omitted as it is straightforward. The result is 
SOGO 
S IG1 
SOG4 
SOG7 
SOG I 2 = 
= r: S IG I  
= G.out2!  con: SOG4+ r: SOGO 
= G.out2!  ster: SOGO+ G. in2?pt r :  SOG7+ G. in2? ntr: SOGO 
= G.out2[  stem SOGI2+ G. in2? dter: SOGO 
G. in2 ? dter: SOGO 
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From the definition of observation equivalence [8, p. 99] it can easily be deduced 
that SOGO and S IG I  can be replaced by 
SOGO = G.out2!  con: SOG4 
These equations are isomorphous with the equations Gs; hence Theorem 1. 
Applying the expansion theorem to (DEST[  DGc) \{c l ,  c2, c3, c4, c5}, yields: 
GODO = G. in l  ? con: GOaDO 
GOaDO = G IDO+r :  G6DO 
GIDO = G. in l  ? ster: G2DO+ r: G3D1 
G6DO = G. in1?  ster: GODO+ G.out1!  ntr: G11DO 
G2DO = r: G4DI  + r: GODO 
G3D1 = G. in l  ? ster: G4DI  + r: G5D2 + r: G6DO 
GI IDO = G. in1? ster; GODO 
G4D1 = r: GODO+r:  G7D2+r :  GODO 
G5D2 = G. in l  ? ster: G7D2 + G.out l  [ ptr: G8D2 + r: GIODO 
G7D2 = r: G I2D3 + r: GODO 
G8D2 = G. in l  ? ster: G7D2 + r: G9DO 
GIODO = G. in l  ? ster: GODO+ G.out l  ! ptr: G9DO+ r: G6DO 
G12D3 = r: GODO 
G9DO = G. in1? ster: GODO+ G.out l !  dter: G I IDO 
Reducing these equations yields: 
GODO = G. in l  ? con" GIODO 
G6DO = G. in l ?  ster: GODO+G.out l !  ntr: G I IDO 
G11DO = G. in1? ster: GODO 
GIODO = G. in l  ? ster: GODO+ G.out l  ! ptr: G9DO+ r: G6DO 
G9DO = G. in l ?  ster: GODO+G.out l !  dter: G I IDO 
The resulting equations are not observation congruent with Gd. However, this 
does not have to worry us if we analyse the equations. Observation congruence 
would have followed if the r in GIODO were absent. We would then have had: 
GIODO'  = G. in l  ? ster: GODO+ G.out l  ! ptr: G9DO+ G6DO 
= G. in l  ? ster: GODO+ G.out l  ! ptr: G9DO 
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+ G.inl ? ster: GODO+ G.outl ! ntr: GI lDO 
= G.inl ? ster: GODO+ G.outl ! ptr: G9DO 
+ G.outl ! ntr: GI IDO 
Looking at GIODO we can observe that a source termination request can always be 
received. On the other hand, Gc itself can send a ptr message or, after performing 
an unobservable action, send an ntr message. The net result is that the source node 
can always end aster message when the network shows behaviour GIODO, whereas 
the network sends either a ptr message or an ntr message. The latter messages can 
both be received by the source node. Hence, the requirement of observation con- 
gruence was in fact too strong here. This fact deserves further theoretical study 
concerning equivalence r lations in CCS. 
8.2. Correctness of  SIG. 1 
We will outline the proofs for Theorems 3 and 4. For this purpose we will need 
two relabellings. The first yields a set of equations of a current node relative to the 
previous node; this set of equations will be denoted PC. The second relabelling 
yields a set of equations for the current node, relative to the next node; this set will 
be denoted NC. 
PC = C[cl?, c2?, c3!, c4!, c5!/ 
c.inl ? con, c.inl ? ster, c.outl ! ptr, c.outl ! ntr, c.outl ! dter] 
NC = C[cl !, c2!, c3?, c47, c5?/ 
c.out2[ con, c.out2! ster, c.in2? ptr, c.in2? ntr, c.in2? dter] 
Hence, we have to evaluate (PC}NC) \{c l ,  c2, c3, c4, c5} using the expansion 
theorem. After carr~ying out the expansion followed by a reduction yields a set of 
equations which are isomorphous with the equations C; hence Theorem 3. The 
proof is omitted as it follows similar paths as for SIG.0. 
The last step in proving the consistency of sio.1 and SIG.0 is showing that 
(NC I SGc)\{cl ,  c2, c3, c4, c5} yields the equations for Gc (Gsd). Again, the proof 
is omitted. 
9. Conclusions 
In this paper a specification ofthe connecting process in a communication network 
has been developed in terms of messages communicated by nodes in this network. 
It has been shown that Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems is a very 
powerful tool in modelling the communication behaviour of switching nodes (like 
telephone xchanges). The specification ofthe communication behaviour isobtained 
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starting from a specification of the behaviour of the environment inwhich the system 
(i.e. the network) has to operate. In general one may discern several user classes 
within this environment, each with its own behaviour. This approach appears very 
useful and has been developed independently b  others as well. 
By 'mirroring' this environmental behaviour across the system boundary, one 
obtains a set of partial specifications of the system. Using the combination algorithm 
it was shown how a single specification can be derived systematically from the 
partial specifications. By stating a number of verification conditions, the resulting 
behaviour was proved to be correct using the laws from CCS. 
CCS has been used to obtain a specification at two abstraction levels. The relations 
between the models at each level were developed in a systematic way and were 
efficiently supported by Milner's calculus. In particular his expansion theorem, in 
combination with certain laws of observation congruence, were used extensively in
order to prove the correctness of implementations. 
As proving correctness in CCS means applying a set of rewrite rules it could 
stimulate the use of CCS by a wide class of users. This situation differs from 
axiomatic proof techniques, where proofs have to be constructed by mathematically 
well-trained specialists. 
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Appendix A. Review of some laws from CCS 
Let B and C denote behaviours and let g denote a guard, i.e. either an input 
action, an output action or an unobservable action (z). In CCS a number of laws 
are given for manipulating behaviour expressions. Important laws are the Y-laws 
[8, p. 106]: 
g: T: B = g: B 
B+T:B  = ~' :B  
g: (B+T: C)+g:  C -- g : (B+T:C)  
( I st Y-law) 
(2nd Y-law) 
(3rd Y-law) 
The first Y-law states that a behaviour expression of the form g: T: B, where g is 
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any action (i.e. input, output, or unobservable action) and B a behaviour expression, 
can be rewritten by omitting the r. The equal sign is used here for ease of writing 
but should be read as: 'is observation congruent with' (Milner uses ~c to denote 
observation congruence). Two behaviours B and C are observation congruent if
they are observation equivalent [8, p. 99] in every context. This means that an outside 
observer cannot distinguish between two systems in every context allowed by CCS 
if the behaviour of one system is given by the left-hand side and the behaviour of 
the other system is expressed by the right-hand side. Hence, these systems can 
replace each other in any context (i.e. no matter how these systems are connected 
to other systems). The absorption law for summation is [8, p. 75]: 
B+ B = B (Sum-4;absorption law) 
In fact, together with the NIL operator, '+' forms a commutative semigroup with 
absorption. A similar remark holds for parallel composition l- 
Another law, derived from the 2nd r-law is: 
B+r :  (B+C)  = r: (B - t -C )  (Corollary7.14) 
The corollary can be proved as follows (for Sum--2: [8, p. 75]): 
B+r : (B+C)  = B+((B+C)+r : (B+C) )  (2ndr-law) 
= (B+(B+C))+r : (B+C)  (Sum=2) 
= ( (B+B)+C)+r : (B+C)  (Sum=-2) 
= (B+C)+r : (B+C)  (Sum -= 4) 
= r: (B+ C)  (2nd r-law) 
Appendix B. Reduction of the equations 
The equations of Section 6.1 can be reduced by applying a number of reduction 
steps, according to certain laws from CCS. The reduction is done starting at the 
last equation and then working backwards towards the first equation (this is done 
because the first equation cannot be reduced efficiently unless the equations to which 
it leads have been reduced). The reduction is lengthy, but will be shown in full 
detail in order to show how the reduction is done exactly; this may give a flavor of 
the sequence of relatively simple steps to be taken. It has been mentioned already 
in Section 3 that this reduction can be (and has been) mechanized. 
First, the following behaviour identifiers will be renamed (of course, one needs 
hindsight to do this, but it will simplify our equations here; in practice this renaming 
can only be done after the reduction): 
Replace: by: 
GOGO ~ GO 
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GIGO(con*) --> GI 
GOGO( con*, ster) ~ (32 
G IG3 ~ (33 
GOG3( ster*) --> (34 
GIG4(ptr*)  --> (35 
GIGO(ntr*) --> G6 
GOG4(ster*, ptr*) --> G7 
GOG4(ster*) --> G7' 
(32(34 ~ G8 
G2GO(dter*) --> G9 
G1GO(ptr*, dter) --> GIO 
G5GO "> GI1 
GOG6 -~ G12 
The next step is to apply a number of transformations u ing the following laws 
from CCS (see also Appendix A): 
(a) the absorption law for summation [8, p. 75, Sum = 4]; 
(b) the first z-law [8, p. 106]; 
(c) Corollary 7.14 [8, p. 107]; 
(d) the third z-law [8, p. 106]. 
Application of these laws yield the following reductions: 
Substitute (49) into (48); 
Substitute (47) into (45) and (44); 
Substitute (46) into (45) and (42); 
Reduce (45) by using the absorption law; 
Substitute (45) into (43) and remove z (lst z-law); 
Substitute (45) into (41) and 
Reduce (43) using Corollary 
Substitute (43) into (22) and 
Reduce (41) using Corollary 
Substitute (41) into (22) and 
Substitute (40) into (39); 
remove r (lst z-law); 
7.14 [8, p. 107], i.e. G2GO(dter) = z: G9; 
(23) and remove z(lst z-law); 
7.14; 
remove z (lst z-law); 
Substitute (39) into 
Substitute (37) into 
Substitute (36) into 
Substitute (35) into 
Substitute (34) into 
(38) and remove z (lst z-law); 
(36); 
(33) and remove z (lst r-law); 
(34); 
(32); 
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(33) = (48). Therefore: GOG6(ptr*) = G12; 
Reduce (32) using Corollary 7.14; 
Substitute (32) into (15) and remove z (lst r-law); 
Substitute (31) into (30); 
Substitute (30) into (28); 
Substitute (20) into (29); 
Substitute (20) into (18), 
Substitute (20) into (13); 
Substitute (29) into (27); 
Substitute (28) into (27) and (17) and remove z (lst z-law); 
Reduce (27) using the absorption law; 
Substitute (27) into (23) and (16) and remove r (lst r-law), 
Substitute (19) into (26), (18) and (8); 
Substitute (26) into (15); 
Reduce (18) using the absorption law; 
Substitute (18) into (7), (12) and remove r (lst r-law); 
Substitute (18) into (25); 
Substitute (25) into (14) and remove z (lst z-law); 
Substitute (24) into (23); 
Reduce (12) using Corollary 7.14; 
Substitute (12) into (21); 
Substitute (12) into (6) and remove r (lst r-law); 
Substitute (21) into (10) and remove z (Ist r-law), 
We see that G7'= G7; 
Reduce (16) using Corollary 7.14; 
Substitute (16) into (14) and (11) and remove r (lst z-law); 
Reduce (15) using Corollary 7.14; 
Substitute (15) into (14) and (8) and remove r (lst z-law); 
Reduce (14) using the absorption law and Corollary 7.14; 
Substitute (14) into (10) and (7) and remove r (lst z-law); 
Substitute (9) into (5); 
Reduce (7) using Corollary 7.14; 
Substitute (7) into (5) and (6) and remove r (lst z-law); 
Substitute (3) into (2). 
Substituting G5 (11) and GIO (23) into (10) we see that: 
G I G4(ptr) r: ( G.inl ? ster: G7 
+ G.outl ! ptr: G8 
+ G.in2? dter: (G.inl  ? ster: GO 
+ G.outl [ ptr: G9 
+ r: G6)) 
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+ G.in2? dter: G6 
+ G.inl ? ster: G7 
The last term can be removed according to Corollary 7.14. The remainig expression 
is of the form 
GIG4(ptr)  
where 
= r: (A+g:  (B+r :  G6))+g:  G6, 
A = G.inl ? ster: G7+ G.outl ! ptr: G8 
B = G.in1? ster: GO+ G.outl ! ptr: G9 
g = G.in2? dter 
The right-hand side can be replaced by a simpler expression as follows: 
r: (A+g:  (B+r :  G6))+g:  G6 
= r: (A+g: (B+r :  G6)+g:  G6)~-g: G6 (3rd r-law) 
= r: (A+g:  (B+z:  G6)+g:  G6) (Corollary 7.14) 
= r: (A+g:  (B+r :  G6)). (3rd z-law) 
Hence GIG4(pt r )= r: G5. 
Substitute (10) into (6) and remove r (lst r-law). 
Expression (2) can be reduced as follows. Substitute G2 (5) into GI (4) and 
substitute the resulting expression into (2). The remaining expression is of the form: 
GIGO(con) = g: GO+ r: (g: (A+ r: GO)+ B), 
where 
g = G. in l?ster  
A = G.out2! con" G4 
B = G.out2! con: (33 
This can be replaced by: 
G I GO( con ) = g: GO+r:  (g: GO+g: (A+r :  GO)+ B) 
r: (g: GO+g: (A+r :  GO)+B)  
r: (g: (A+r :  GO)+B) 
Hence, GIGO(con) = r: GI. 
Substitute (2) into (1) and remove r (lst r-law). 
(3rd r-law) 
(Corollary 7.14) 
(3rd r-law) 
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